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Introduction 

For me, the Honors Thesis represents the culmination of my undergraduate 

education in English, especially in the craft of fiction writing. I hope to pursue a Master's 

degree in creative writing. This project was a chance for me to polish and further develop 

the writing skills that I had begun to groom in the intermediate and advanced 

undergraduate writing workshops at the University of North Texas. When I began this 

Honors Thesis project, I had planned to write two short fiction pieces that I could use to 

showcase my abilities to several universities in Massachusetts to which I am applying. 

As a journalism-English double major at UNT, I was challenged by this project to 

explore a form of writing much different from the news features, persuasive essays and 

literary criticisms to which I have long been accustomed. I feel equally comfortable 

analyzing the motif of "face" in Milton's Paradise Lost or covering a Denton City 

Council meeting or even writing a profile about a football coach. Choosing to focus on 

fiction writing and choosing to make this craft my primary area of interest for graduate 

studies is a decided risk. Even after taking two short fiction classes, I still feel like a 

novice in this craft. Each different form of writing is a learned skill that requires patience, 

persistence and hours of practice. I have been practicing journalism since I became a 

general assignments reporter for my high school newspaper in the second semester of my 

sophomore year. Now, I am in my fourth year as a part-time sports reporter for the Fort 

Worth Star-Telegram, a daily newspaper with a circulation of a quarter million. I still 

have much to learn in the field of journalism and could scarcely hope for a full-time 

position at a metropolitan newspaper above an entry-level job. Despite my relative 

expertise in journalism, I am still only beginning to learn that craft. 



In fiction writing, I have only two years of experience after taking courses at UNT 

under Dr. Lee Martin, now a professor at The Ohio State University, and Dr. Barbara 

Rodman, who taught the advanced workshop and who this semester oversaw my Honors 

Thesis. As I write each new fiction work, I began with an idea that is clear in my head. 

However, I feel like I always fall short of adequately reproducing on paper the story and 

the mood and the sounds and patterns of words I first envisioned in my mind. I feel as if I 

am a piano student who imagines stunning concertos in his head but cannot play at the 

proper skill level required to recreate the symphonies of the mind. My shortcomings as a 

fiction writer frustrated me at many points during this semester. I produced perhaps a 

dozen or more works that remain hopelessly incomplete or were barely started then 

wadded up and used to practice my trashcan basketball hook shot. I eventually wondered 

how successful I could really expect to be in accomplishing my goals for the semester. I 

had imagined completing two stories that I perceived to be of publishable quality. If that 

remains the measuring stick for this project, then I have perhaps completely failed. 

The two works I produced are satisfying attempts at writing in that they are 

evidence of my subtle improvements in character development, plot structure and overall 

complexity and truth compared with anything I had previously written. I feel like I 

achieved a new level of clarity and depth. But these two works, 'The Master's Chair" and 

"Euston Station," are really just two of the many attempts I must continue to make in my 

hopes of truly articulating my emotions and ideas as words on a page. But I am 

encouraged by the progress I made, especially from my first story, "The Master's Chair," 

to my second, "Euston Station." And the mistakes I made in both works can serve as 

valuable lessons for my future writing endeavors. 



One of the errors I made when writing "The Master's Chair" was presuming to 

understand and develop a main character to which I could not relate in any significant 

way. I admired the rector of the small Episcopal church I attended as a young boy. I 

decided to pattern my protagonist after this priest and engaged him in a conflict with a 

troubled young child, a situation I thought I could appreciate on some level. My idea was 

that the priest was supposed to form this unlikely friendship with a misfit child. But I 

made the mistake of making their bond primarily spiritual. In my personal life, I maintain 

a relationship with God that is emotional, very private and largely unstated. Therefore, 

when I decided to have the priest share in this tear-filled prayer session with the boy, the 

result was flat, hollow and melodramatic. Because I cannot understand the priest's 

friendship with the boy in spiritual terms, I decided to write a series of scenes in which 

the characters interact in less spiritually cumbersome environments, such as at a TCU 

football game or at a Boy Scout camping trip. I also decided to involve the priest in a 

complex relationship with the boy's mother. I did this to flush out his character and to try 

to explore a relationship that was potentially beautiful despite its obvious risks to the 

priest's relationship with the boy. I think his attempt at romance with the woman 

ultimately interrupted and somewhat repressed his interactions with the boy. The 

moments the priest spends obsessing over the woman are moments that detract from the 

main theme of his friendship with the child. This is especially true because the priest's 

relationship with the boy and with the boy's mother never effectively get linked smoothly 

together. I also think that forcing my main character to remain a priest inhibited me from 

understanding his intentions and motivating factors in pursuing friendship and even love. 

My character is, at some points, woefully indecisive. I think this is because I have no idea 



what he would or even should decide. The scenes that I think worked the best are ones in 

which my main character acted least like a priest. After starting and stopping two drafts 

of this story I think I began to unlock the personality of my main character. But what I 

have begun to create suggests to me that in a future draft the character would probably 

not be a priest. I decided I don't know enough about being a priest - and how he might 

respond to everyday situations - to make such a character the subject of my story. That is 

not to say that someday this character, Father Stephen, might not someday resurface in 

the form of a school counselor or a basketball coach. 

I think "Euston Station" is actually just a few added scenes away from becoming 

the work I first imagined it to be. On the one hand, this is disappointing because I find 

myself unable to write the additional scenes I envision this character experiencing. But 

"Euston Station" is a resounding success in that it is a worthwhile first experiment with 

first person point of view and with a style and diction filled with concrete actions and 

descriptions, loads of metaphor and very little dialogue. I think the story succeeded in 

capturing an experience from inside the eyes of my narrator. I never felt like I wrote in a 

character that owned the point of view as strongly as my first-person narrator riding the 

subway does. I think the punchy, yet suspenseful, pacing and the erratically languid, then 

staccato, syntax helped reinforce the character's sense of fear, loneliness and insecurity. I 

feel like there needs to be another scene or two, however - scenes that perhaps achieves a 

similar sense of being caught in the character's mind but which takes place in a more 

familiar or comfortable environment and perhaps which includes more dialogue. 

Undertaking this project, like pursuing a creative writing graduate degree, was a 

risky proposition. I must hope readers of this project judge its success not by the quality 



of the stories, but by how much I learned about writing. And I must hope that the 

Master's programs that decide whether to admit me based on this writing project judge 

me not by what I have achieved so far, but by what I might achieve in the future. 



Euston Station 

By J. Mark Wright 

When you have tired of London, you have tired of life - Samuel Johnson 

It's a mostly crowded subway car at mid-evening. I say mostly crowded because 

there are no open seats, only a couple corners or crevices to wedge myself into - standing 

room only but certainly enough room to relax my arms at my side and not feel some 

impending sense of collapsing space. I'm humming a stupid pop song I heard in a 

department store at Piccadilly Circus. I hum because I can't whistle. When I was a boy, I 

tried many times to force the sound - my brother showed me exactly what to do, but each 

time I would purse my lips and puff and blow and manage only to capture a wheezing 

sound like a stray gust of wind that rushes down the open flue of a chimney. Anyway, I 

guess I am too elated to stand in silence. I lock my knees to brace myself, despite my grip 

on the cold metal handrail, so I don't fall while the subway car twists and jerks and 

slashes through the labyrinth of dark tunnels. 

Maybe I'm only bored and not in that great a mood. I went sightseeing today -

alone again. I finally saw some of the things in Westminster and in Southwark along the 

Thames I had for so many years read about in literature books and history classes or 

viewed flatly in my grandma's photo-albums. The England of my imagination was this 

fog-shrouded, though pink-tinted, twilight island filled with the ghosts of kings, the ruins 

of castles and the muddy river between whose banks flowed the blood of the world's 

greatest poets and bards. I have found, so far, the real experience to be quite heart 

numbing. It's kind of like taking the communion wine on a high holiday, like on a 



Christmas Eve, and hoping, expecting, to feel some physical manifestation of spirit 

flowing through your body. But nothing happens, or you think it does; but you can't tell 

if you are really feeling something or if you are forcing yourself, out of utter 

disappointment, to fake the sensation in your mind; your mind then confusedly contrives 

some response that is perceptible only as the absence of feeling. 

Whether I'm faking happy or not, I'm humming for sure. I'm humming aloud, I 

think. I might be humming in my head; it's too soft for me to really hear. The subway car 

sounds like scraping metal as it shuffles clumsily along its track. The sound mutes my 

voice almost completely. There are scarcely any other sounds, except for the rustling of 

newspaper pages. People don't talk on the Underground, which makes me uncomfortable 

as hell. I feel like I'm at junior high dance where the boys stand in one corner and watch 

the girls stand in the other corner. Somehow, when I was a teen-ager, I always convinced 

myself the agony of not saying a word to the girls was somehow preferable to the 

possibility of being rejected for a 5-minute slow dance. The man in blue slacks and black 

trench coat standing to my right, closest to the door, peruses the sports page. Others just 

sit and wait, seeming to look at nothing in particular. The subway car heaves to a halt at 

Euston station - one, two, three, four stops from home. 

That is, if not home per se, then the Underground station within a mile of that 

cheap imitation of shelter to which I return each night for sleep. My trip to England has 

not ended its fourth day, but I already hate the house I'm staying in and the host family 

who dwells there. The shower in my bathroom has almost no pressure and only a 

teardrop's worth of hot water. Last night, I couldn't get my rusty, saber-toothed house 

key to unlock the front door. I waited for an hour-and-a-half on the front porch until my 



roommate Mike emerged, completely sloshed, from a black cab at a quarter till three in 

the morning. He let me in and stepped back out to smoke. Stuart O'Brien, our host, burst 

open the door to my third floor bedroom sometime around 6 a.m. "You left the front door 

wide open, man," he screamed. He looked absurd in his thigh-high boxers with blue and 

white pinstripes. His legs looked flat and pasty. I almost wanted to laugh. But I had this 

terrible fear, though not because intruders might have entered abated through the front 

door. The fear lay with the people already in this house, from whom, I learned, my 

bedroom door is not a buffer; my room is not a safe haven. Stuart didn't even knock first. 

I mumbled something about how it was Mike who came in last. Stuart giggled and wrung 

his hands and said, "Right. Okay. Sorry then," and slammed my door. I heard him lurch 

across the hallway. He crashed through the door to Mike's room. The yelling began 

anew. "Anybody could have come inside. Understand? Anybody." 

At Euston station, some passengers trickle out, including the man in the trench 

coat who had stood to my right; a matching sum trickles on. The newly vacant seats fill 

before I can even twitch a muscle to inch toward them. I continue to stand in a corner 

across from the door. It is only after the door slides shut and everyone settles back into 

reading their sports pages, stock reports and gossip columns that I notice a boy in olive 

green shorts playing an accordion. I see him, like a lightning flash, before I ever hear his 

music. He's standing in the comer diagonal to me and wearing a red velvet vest 

embroidered with white lace. He slips a bit as the subway car bounds around a sharp 

curve. But he continues to play. He begins to stoop forward, away from his corner. He 

walks halfway down the center aisle and stops. Passengers seated on either side seem to 

tense their shoulders and stare almost straight into their newspaper pages. That's when I 
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notice a girl in a pink, flower-print dress, jingling a snack-size Pringle can full of change. 

At least I think her dress is pink, or rather the frayed and stretched fabric is a washed-out 

brown that might have once been pink. 

The boy wears a shy, almost lazy, frown as he churns out a slow, calliope-

sounding polka. The melody is sad like a dirge but intoxicating and provocative like 

carnival music. The music is talking to me in a language I can't understand. The girl, who 

stands only about shoulder-high to the boy, clanks the can of coins faster and louder. A 

red-haired woman drops in a few coins. The girl clanks her can harder and faster. No 

more coins drop in her can. She elbows the accordion player, which I guess is her 

brother. When he doesn't move, she nudges him forward. As she moves forward, the girl 

bumps into the people standing in the aisle with a clumsy deliberateness. Soon, the 

musician and his manager reach the last three rows before the empty space at the corner 

parallel to the door where I stand. The subway car screeches to a halt. The girl trips - this 

time accidentally - and grabs the boy's arm to brace herself. The boy misses several 

notes then frees one hand to grab the handrail above him, which he has to stand on his 

tiptoes to reach. The door opens at Kentish Town station. Three stops left. People get off; 

people get on. A seat opens up to the left of the accordion player. I can't bring myself to 

take it. The door shuts. The car jerks forward. The melody starts again. The can of coins 

rattles. 

The music speaks to me more clearly now. Each successive note gives me a clue 

to the song's identity. It's a dark shadow collapsing around me as I struggle to unlock a 

door with a rusty key. It's a pasty-legged man tearing open my bedroom door. It's a girl 

in a flower-print dress jangling a can of coins inches from my face. I release my grip on 
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the handrail and fumble through my pocket until I grab hold of my wallet. In the other 

hand, I tighten my grip on my camera bag, which I press tightly against my chest. The 

boy walks up to the right of me, standing between the door and me. The subway car 

screeches, jerks and grinds to a halt. The boy stops playing too late to grab the rail for 

support. He stumbles forward then presses one hand against the far wall to steady 

himself. The automatic door slides open. I sneer at the girl holding the Pringles can in 

front of my face and emphatically wave for the boy to clear a path for me to exit. The boy 

doesn't move. I step forward and swing my camera bag at the boy, smacking him in the 

chest and forcing him up against the wall. I then jar him with my left elbow as I pass. I 

step down onto the platform. 

The door slides shut, and the subway car - and its entire train - disembarks. Two 

more stops to go. I sit down on a black lacquer bench and watch the train dissolve into 

the dark tunnel and wait for the next train to come along. 
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The Master's Chair 

By J. Mark Wright 

Father Stephen stood in the doorway, ready to greet his Congregation as it exited 

the sanctuary hall. Candle smoke hung in the air, almost masking the scent of sour 

dampness that clung like a parasite to the cold stone walls. 

He greeted the Connors, David and Lisa, and told the Lord to be with them. Ethel 

Myers was walking again with the help of a cane. Father Stephen hugged her and asked 

the Lord to bless her. 

Laura Dotson wrapped her arms around the priest and thanked him for an awe-

inspiring, perhaps life-changing, sermon. 

"Didn't even yawn," said her husband, Terry, who rubbed his protruding belly 

during a fit of laughter. Father Stephen made a snoring sound and said he was wise to 

Terry's behavior. The three of them chuckled. 

Then came Rusty, the used car salesman who always pleaded with the priest to 

trade in his '73 Chevy pick-up for something nicer and more reliable, and young Vicki 

Lynn, who had just gotten braces for the second time. He knew them all as friends. 

But there was a tall, scrawny boy whom the priest did not recognize. The boy 

passed by the priest slowly, shuffling his clownishly long shoes across the red-carpeted 

floor and looking up toward the high-arching ceiling. He didn't acknowledge the priest's 

outstretched hands. 

"Lord be with you," said Father Stephen, who clutched the empty air in the shape 

of a handshake. Somebody's nephew or grandson, the priest thought. 
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The stone hall soon emptied, except for a buxom woman in a curly wig, who 

pulled the priest aside to talk about the upcoming potluck supper. As they spoke, a blast 

of angry voices erupted outside the hall. 

There was a boy's voice hollering and several men were heard rebuking the boy. 

"Excuse me, Charlize," Father Stephen said. "I'd better go see what's the matter." 

Three men stood with their arms crossed, looming over the thin boy, who shrank 

back against a wall. A crowd of onlookers whispered and stared. 

One of the men huffed and grunted and jabbed his finger at the air, pointing to the 

Master's chair. That's what most church members called the varnished oak chair that 

stood outside the sanctuary, next to the old Steinway piano. The archbishop of one of 

those old English cities - Canterbury probably - donated the chair some 30 years ago to 

Father Stephen's predecessor. It was supposed to have some sort of significance in some 

English church for hundreds of years. And parishioners say the old rector always pointed 

to the chair and proudly declared, "The Master of the house is watching us all." 

Father Stephen respected the long-time members and, as such, usually deferred to 

them in matters of controversy. But he watched the boy dig through his pockets, as if 

searching for a reply, and felt sorry for him. 

"Gentlemen, I'll handle this," Father Stephen said. He forced through the crowd 

and, gently grabbing the boy's wrist, led him back to his office. 

The Venetian blinds, half drawn, projected slivers of ash gray light onto the boy's 

face. Father Stephen offered a dish of chocolate mints, which the boy refused with a 

wave of his hand. 
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The priest rested both elbows on his desk, studying the grim numbness the boy 

wore on his face while looking outside. The boy watched the balding oak trees shiver in 

the October wind and seemed to empathize with their suffering. 

"You can take a seat if you'd like," Father Stephen said. The boy continued to 

watch outside as raindrops scattered on the sidewalk. 

"Some folks were taken aback by your behavior today," Father Stephen said. "Do 

you understand their concerns?" 

"Not really," the boy said, pressing his fingers against the window pane. 

"What's your name, son?" Father Stephen said. 

'Tom," the boy said. "Why?" 

"Well, Tom, do you think you did anything that might be considered rude or 

inconsiderate?" the priest asked, taking a knee and looking up at the boy. 

"I guess so," said the boy, with a shrug. 

Tom stared into the priest's eyes like a frightened cat, its claws half-ex tended. 

"Well those folks are really upset," Father Stephen said. 

"I didn't do anything bad," Tom insisted, flaring out his lower lip. The priest 

rested his hand on the boy's shoulder. Tom brushed it away. 

"It's just a stupid chair," Tom stammered. "I told them I didn't know about it." 

"I understand," Father Stephen said, sitting up. He motioned Tom to sit across 

from him. The boy continued to stand. 

"Did you offer an apology?" the priest said. 

"Why should I?" Tom said. 

"I'm not trying to argue with you," Father Stephen said. 
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"But you're pissed, though," the boy said. 

Father Stephen pounded the desk and laughed until it almost made him choke. 

"Mad about the chair? It's nothing special to me," the priest said, relaxing his shoulders. 

"I'm not in trouble?" the boy said. 

"No," Father Stephen said. 

Tom sighed and tapped his fingers impatiently on the window. 

"I apologize if I've kept you too long," the priest said. "Are your mom and dad 

waiting?" 

Tom's eyes drooped. "Momma doesn't know I'm here," he said. "And Dad isn't 

with us right now." 

Father Stephen started to offer a polite "Sorry to hear that" to the boy but thought 

better of it. He slipped on his denim jacket and pulled his cars keys out from his desk 

drawer. He offered to take Tom home before it started pouring again. 

Tom lived only a couple miles from the church, it turned out. When Father 

Stephen's truck pulled up in front of the red brick mailbox, Tom sat for a moment, not 

seeming to look at anything in particular. 

"Enjoyed meeting you, Tom," Father Stephen said. 

"Yeah," the boy said. Tom got out and shut the heavy truck door too softly, 

jarring it half-shut. Tom reopened the door and murmured, "Thanks for the ride." 
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Father Stephen waved and shifted his truck into gear. A woman holding an 

umbrella stepped to the curb. The priest stalled out of gear, threw on his parking brake 

and rolled down his window. He leaned his head out. 

"It was too wet to let him walk," Father Stephen said. 

She hugged Tom's neck and asked him to go inside. Tom shrugged. 

"Now," she growled, pointing to the front door. Tom headed up the steps halfway 

but stopped. 

"It's all right, Momma," the boy said. 

"Get inside right now, Thomas Mitchell," she said. The boy turned, but did not 

move. 

"He came to Mass," Father Stephen said. 

"I appreciate your driving him home," she said. Her black hair was pulled back in 

a tight ponytail. Her arms shook, as if some invisible weight pressed down on her 

umbrella. 

"Yeah, no problem," Father Stephen said. 

"I get worried about Tom sometimes," she said, with a slight laugh. "He takes off 

sometimes without telling me." 

"Mom, I was fine," Tom said, tugging at her waist. "He got me home OK." 

"We'll talk later, young man," she said. 

Father Stephen's knees buckled. A burning sensation rose in his throat. He 

couldn't help noticing her face looked pretty. 

"It's not like going to church is bad," Tom muttered. 

"Enough," she whispered. 
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Father Stephen watched rainfall trickle down the plastic handle of the woman's 

umbrella, dampening her shirt sleeve. She patted the boy's head and told him to head 

inside before he caught a cold. This time the boy obeyed. 

She crept forward and leaned her arm against his side mirror. Her cheeks looked 

red from embarrassment or the scathing wind, and her were eyes dark and apologetic. 

Father Stephen could see the shape of her round, full breasts through her shirt. 

Her brown eyes glowed in the gray afternoon light, and her lips quivered. 

"He's a handful sometimes," she said, flipping her hair with the back of her hand. 

"I'm glad you didn't let him walk in this weather." 

"Sure, my pleasure," Father Stephen said. The woman flashed a weak smile then 

headed up the steps. Father Stephen glanced at his reflection in the rain-coated side 

mirror. The foggy mirror distorted his face somewhat, so that he looked abstract and 

fuzzy, almost indistinct - like a camera lens out of focus. 

Father Stephen's hands shook. Don't think about her, he thought. He repeated that 

mantra on his way home. 

The cold wind pounded Father Stephen's nose and ears during his walk from the 

parking lot to the football stadium. The drive to the college campus had been slowed by 

an accident clogging three lanes on the freeway. Father Stephen, Tom and Tom's mother, 

Sarah, had crammed into his small, stick shift Isuzu truck. Now, the priest's legs ached 

with each step. 
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He peered over his shoulder, watching with mild amusement and envy as Tom 

hopped over cracks in the sidewalk and shuffled his feet through fiery orange piles of 

fallen leaves. As he trudged across the grassy common, between the clock tower and the 

old brownstone library, he listened as Sarah told him about going to football games with 

her father as a little girl. She inherited the nervousness with which her father watched 

games. Even during an easy win, she treated the game as a high-stakes affair on the brink 

of imminent disaster. 

"Then I hope to hell they don't lose," Father Stephen said, adding a gruff chuckle. 

She laughed and pushed him slightly and told him not to worry: she would behave. Is she 

flirting with me? Father Stephen thought. 

Her lips, though slightly cracked and purple from the heavy wind, looked soft and 

warm. A gust of wind matted the tips of her black hair against the corners of her mouth. 

She brushed her hair aside, but it stuck to her cheek, sparkling like dewy grass. 

Father Stephen's forehead began to sweat. Say something to her, you dope, he 

thought. Anything. The hot beads of sweat rolled down his cheeks and fogged up his 

glasses. He wiped his glasses on his red plaid shirt. That cleaned them somewhat, though 

a sweaty streak over the right lens left his vision partially blurred. 

Father Stephen felt himself drawn to look at her again. But he didn't. He repeated 

to himself that he hadn't any interest in looking at her. So he watched Tom run across a 

waist-high brick wall and jump into a murky puddle left over from last night's rain. The 

muddy water splashed onto the hem of Father Stephen's blue jeans and soaked Tom's 

white tennis shoes. Sarah frowned at her son. 

"Do you have a clue what those shoes cost?" Sarah said. 
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"No," Tom said, shaking his head. 

"If that mud doesn't come out, you're buying a new pair," she said. "And it's 

coming out of your allowance." 

"I was having fun," Tom said. "Who cares?" 

"Who cares? Who cares?" Sarah said, flapping her arms like a hawk on the prowl. 

The crowd passed around them in a rapid stream, though a handful stopped to 

gawk at the tense scene. Father Stephen liked how her nose scrunched up as she yelled. 

Sarah crossed her arms and stood in silence. Tom said, "You're always on my case." 

Father Stephen's eyes met hers for a flash. He could tell she wanted his help in settling 

the matter. 

Growing up an only child, Father Stephen often played moderator in his parent's 

petty, drunken feuds. But he wondered what to say now. 

"Your mother's only worried about you, Tom," Father Stephen said. "You could 

catch a cold if you aren't careful." 

"At least if I were sick, I could stay home," Tom said, glaring at his mother. 

Sarah sighed and offered her hand to the boy. Tom pushed her hand away. 

"So, Tom, I guess you don't like football?" Father Stephen said. 

"It's all right, I guess," the boy said. 

"Do you have a favorite team?" the priest asked. 

"Whoever doesn't suck," Tom said. 

"I see," Father Stephen said. "Which team are you pulling for?" 

"Mom's school, I guess," the boy said. 
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The priest smiled despite the hint of burning pain that returned to his legs as he 

climbed the stadium steps to their upper deck seats. He looked back at Sarah and smiled. 

She didn't acknowledge his gesture. But as she walked, Sarah's sweater sagged off one 

shoulder, displaying a smooth ridge of bare skin. He felt himself growing closer to her in 

some indefinable way. 

Father Stephen squinted his eyes at the action on the field as if trying to decipher 

concrete details in an abstract painting. He wondered what Sarah saw in the game that he 

could not. Her team recovered a fumble on defense. A cheer emanated from the crowd. 

Sarah jumped up, clapping and hollering. Father Stephen cheered, too, and pretended to 

understand. 

"That was luck," Tom said. 

On the next play, the quarterback for Sarah's team lofted a high pass into the end 

zone. The ball spiraled toward the receiver. Sarah gasped as if she were submerged in 

water, struggling for air. 

"Oh my god, oh my god," she said. 

Father Stephen watched her lips tighten. He wanted to kiss her. While he 

imagined the kiss, he cheered again. Even after the receiver tripped and fell on his face -

and the defender intercepted the ball - the priest continued to shout, "Go, go, go." 

Sarah sat down and pounded the armrest of her chair. "It was in his freaking 

hands," she screamed. 

"Go guys, go," the priest shouted. 
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"You don't know what's going on, do you?" Tom asked, rolling his eyes at Father 

Stephen. "They screwed up," the boy said. 

"Sure they did," Father Stephen said. "But they tried hard. That's good." 

After another bad play by Sarah's team, Tom stood up and hooted and shook his 

fist. Sarah elbowed him gently. 

"Don't be a sour puss," she said. 

"I'm just cheering on our guys for playing hard," Tom said, grinning at the priest. 

"Well, do it quietly," Sarah said. 

Father Stephen decided she looked like a general overlooking her battle from afar. 

Another good play happened. The defense stood its ground. Sarah bounced and yelled, 

pumping her arms, but the priest slouched low in his seat. Tom stayed seated and 

clapped. 

'They'll blow it later," the boy said. 

"Watch it, kiddo," Sarah said, her eyes fixed on the field. 

"They're awfully good so far," the priest said, resting his chin on his hand. 

"They still suck," Tom said. 

"Guys, I'm trying to watch the game. OK?" Sarah snapped. 

The harsh wind slapped Father Stephen's face. He craved something warm, a cup 

of hot chocolate. 

"Does anybody need anything?" he asked, looking at Sarah. 

"What?" she said after a long pause. 
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"I wondered if maybe you were thirsty. I could get you something," Father 

Stephen said. Tom rolled his eyes and pressed his finger against his tongue and made a 

gagging sound. 

"I'm fine, thanks," Sarah said to the priest. 

"Well, I'm thirsty," Tom said. 

She pulled out her purse and handed the priest ten bucks. 

"Get him a little something," Sarah said, dropping the bill in his hand without 

touching his palm. 

"Don't be silly," Father Stephen said. "I'll take care of it." 

He gave the bill back, sliding his palm across hers. Her hands were moist and cold 

- but also tender and smooth, he reminded himself. 

"What do you want, Tom?" he said. 

"I don't know," the boy said. 

"Well why don't I just g e t . . . " the priest started, pulling out his wallet. It felt 

light and, sure enough, was empty. He hid it quickly back in his pocket, but his hurried 

motion spilled a wad of loose coins from his pocket. The pennies and dimes pelted the 

metal bleachers with the fury of hailstones. 

"Oh hell," Father Stephen said. 

Sarah and Tom leaned forward to pick the coins off the ground. Father Stephen 

noticed how her sweater hung loosely off her chest as she bent down. 

"You're our guest," Sarah said, "why don't we just pay." 
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But the priest insisted he pay. The last time Father Stephen went on a date, it was 

back when men always paid. In his mind, this occasion was the same. He again asked 

what Sarah and her son wanted, but received only shrugs in reply. 

"I guess I'll go with you," Tom said. 

"Really?" the priest said, with a slight, embarrassed giggle. "And you, Sarah? Are 

you coming?" 

But she was tuned into the game. Father Stephen followed Tom down the 

concourse and tried not to think about her. 

Father Stephen asked Tom to stand in the long, snaking concession line and said 

he would come back after a quick trip to the restroom. The priest desperately poked 

around corners, hoping to find an ATM. Tom followed him and, coming right up to his 

ear, yelled, "Bathroom's back that way." 

Father Stephen jumped. Tom crossed his arms and shook his head, like a scolding 

parent. 

"I, uh, I need to find an ATM," Father Stephen said. 

"There aren't any," Tom said, laughing. Father Stephen looked at the ground in a 

gesture of self-reproach. With his fingers he picked a wad of gum from the soles of his 

loafers. 

"Hey," Tom said, tapping the priest's hand. "Is eight bucks enough?" 

"I can't let you do that," the priest said. 

"It's OK," Tom said. "I don't mind." 

"Well, I . . . " Father Stephen said, blowing on his numb hands. The wind howled 

and its frozen rage seemed to bite through the thick walls of the stadium concourse. 
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Father Stephen thought of Sarah and imagined her smile as he served her a steaming cup 

of hot chocolate. Maybe Tom hoped his mother and the priest would develop a 

relationship. Maybe Tom knew how Father Stephen felt. But Father Stephen was afraid 

to ask. 

"I'll, of course, pay you back," the priest said, clutching the boy's money. "So 

what would you like?" 

"A Coke and maybe a hot dog with lots of mustard," Tom said. 

"Ma'am," Father Stephen said to the stout woman with curly red hair who stood 

behind the counter. "I'll take a Coke, two hot dogs, a small popcorn and two cups of hot 

cocoa." Tom elbowed Father Stephen. 

"Just a heads up," the boy said. "Mom hates hot chocolate. She's big into coffee." 

"Ma'am," the priest said. "Make that two cups of coffee instead." 

"Oh, brother," Tom said, slapping his forehead and laughing. 

Father Stephen's cheeks were stung by a strong gust of wind. A hint of mist hung 

in the air, and Sarah used her hands for earmuffs as she watched and yelled. He handed 

Sarah the Styrofoam cup. A splash of steaming foam dribbled onto his hand, but he 

cringed and said nothing. 

"Ooh thank you," Sarah said, taking a gulp. 

"Is it good?" Father Stephen said after awhile. 

Sarah nodded and asked him the same. 
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"Yes, quite delicious," the priest said, taking his first sip. He closed his eyes and 

swallowed hard to force down the bitter liquid. 

"You can have a sip of my Coke if you'd rather," Tom whispered to Father 

Stephen. 

"No, I like coffee just fine," Father Stephen said. "I'm just not very thirsty." 

He set down his cup and stared out at the field. A phalanx of berserkers in air-

cushioned helmets swarmed a scampering runt clutching the football. The swarm of 

defenders collided with the diminutive running back, popping the ball loose and jarring 

its former owner to the wet turf. The defenders lunged at the loose ball like ravenous 

dogs after a lame rabbit. An elated roar echoed from the stands. 

Sarah cheered and giggled. The band played the school fight song. The running 

back still lay on the grass writhing and holding his knee. Eventually, two trainers helped 

the limping player off the field. A smattering of applause came again from the crowd. 

Father Stephen clapped, too, almost unconsciously. He was immersed in thought about 

the player's pain. He wondered if the running back would be afraid of feeling pain the 

next time he touched the ball. In the back of his mind, will that player always be afraid? 

Father Stephen looked at Sarah's raw windblown face and smiled. He could not 

remember a time in his 37 years when he had felt love. Not like the kind of way he loved 

his dachshund Amie or his mother and father - but true, deep, passionate love. He looked 

again at Sarah, whose black hair flitted about, chasing the wind, and wondered if he loved 

her. He wondered what love felt like and how he would know when he felt it. Is it a true 

sensation like pain? Am I afraid? 
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He was thirsty and cold; he could feel a dry ache in his mouth. The western sky 

was a famished gray, the dying remnants of dusk. The game was in the final quarter, 

dragging slowly to the end. When it was over, he would talk to her. And maybe Tom 

would smile and talk along with them. While Father Stephen waited, he tried to think of 

what to say. 

Melissa Johnson supplied his first crush or fascination. Whatever it was to him, 

some kind of sore pleasure. Father Stephen was a gangly 16-year-old who went by Steve. 

When he was home alone in the summer, he often spent the day in the backyard, messing 

around with a monkey wrench underneath the hood of his Charger and puffing a cigarette 

or joint. 

The kitchen window next door was always open. And he would look in past the 

short picket fence that separated Mr. Johnson's yard from his. Mrs. Johnson, a housewife 

about age 30, washed the dishes each morning and watered the vase on the windowsill. 

Steve liked to watch her wipe her hands when she finished her chores. Her fingers were 

long and slender, and were as white as porcelain. She always rubbed her hands so slowly 

and carefully. 

Occasionally, she would come to his house with a group of ladies to gossip with 

his mother over a game of bridge. He watched her hands then, too, wrapped tightly 

around a mug of hot tea or slowly swiping the air as she chattered away in a dull, sweet 

voice. Even then, he didn't talk to her much. It didn't matter that she smiled at him, or 

that she was married. What mattered was he couldn't think of anything to say. Or any 

reason to say it. 
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The Johnsons moved by the time he finished high school. Steve had smoked his 

last joint by then, too, after a few relapses into the mostly dull habit. 

Father Stephen couldn't help laughing at the boys. He watched Tom and Tom's 

friend Billy shovel coals on top of a Dutch oven. They had dirt on their hands and wet 

grass stuck to the backs of their jeans. 

"We having fun over here guys?" said Scoutmaster Dave, grappling Father 

Stephen's shoulder with his fat, leathery hand. 

"How long does cobbler take to cook?" Tom said, pulling off his cap and 

scratching his head. 

"It's so slow," Billy said. 

"You kids," the scoutmaster said, with a raspy laugh that sounded like radio static. 

Dave flopped onto his stomach and pulled the lid off the oven. He slurped a bubbling 

ooze of cherry cobbler then scratched his stringy red beard for an unnecessarily long 

time, as if pretending to contemplate a fine wine. 

"Needs more time," Dave said. "Yep, more time." He rested his hand again on 

Father Stephen's shoulder. 

"I think Billy can stir this awhile," Father Stephen said. 'Tom, why don't you and 

I pitch our tent?" 

"Well, heck, you can pitch all our tents if you'd like," Scoutmaster Dave said, 

slapping Father Stephen on the back as if they were old frat buddies, instead of 

acquaintances of just a few hours. 
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Scoutmaster Dave was starting to annoy the hell out of Father Stephen. His 

booming nasal voice sounded like a megaphone and made the air around him quiver. And 

his heavy army boots clunked along the ground like lazy hooves. 

Father Stephen was on the camp-out, of course, because Sarah asked him to go. It 

was father-son weekend in Troop No. 117. But most of the dads were hindered by 

business trips or disinterest. Dave's sons were both grown, making the man's enthusiasm 

for scouting seem more like neurosis than spirited parenting. 

Tom and the priest hiked up a hill and through a clearing. Tom pointed to a dry 

patch of ground and unrolled the tent, spreading apart each corner. 

Father Stephen hammered a metal stake and thought about Sarah. He imagined 

sharing a bottle of Merlot with her in front of a glowing fire. He talked to her sometimes 

on the phone. He masked his hints of romance: "Are you thinking about dating again?" 

he'd ask. She would say, "I'm not planning to." Probably she knew how he felt. Probably 

she didn't care. The priest wondered if she had sent him into the woods to keep him away 

from her. 

"Have you ever done this before?" Tom shouted. 

Tom dug out the stake and held up the hammer in front of Father Stephen's eyes. 

"Like this," the boy said, tapping the stake into the ground. Father Stephen 

pounded in the other two stakes, watching for the boy's approval as he hammered. Tom 

tied the ropes to the hooked end of the stakes and wrapped those ropes around the tent 

pole, which peeked out from a small opening in the nylon tent. Tom pulled the ropes 
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taught and tied them in a hitch knot, which he slipped back and forth, adjusting the 

tightness. 

"That's pretty neat," Father Stephen said. "It looks tricky." 

"It's nothing really," Tom said. 

The boy undid the taught-line hitch and let the ropes fall to the ground. 

"Want to know how?" the boy said. 

"No, thanks," Father Stephen said, embarrassed at his own naivete. 

"It's real easy," Tom pleaded. "Just watch." 

After slowly tying the ropes, Tom undid them again and placed them in the 

priest's hands. Father Stephen was nervous. He hadn't been able to comprehend the boy's 

quick gestures in tying the rope. But he didn't want to ask Tom for help. 

The priest succeeded only in fashioning a bulbous tangle. He unwrapped the mess 

and gestured and gesticulated desperately, like Houdini bound and gagged in a water 

tank. 

"Here," the boy said, nudging the priest. "It's easier if you feel how to do it." 

Tom cupped his thin hand around the priest's thick, stumpy fingers. The boy 

gently forced Father Stephen to hold tightly to the ends of the rope strands. The boy 

slowly guided the priest's hands to fashion the proper knot. The priest didn't look at his 

hands but, like a blind man, concentrated on the sensation of the rope rubbing abrasively 

across his palm and the boy's small hand guiding his slowly and deliberately like a 

surgeon's knife. 
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Tom told him to try to slip the knot slightly loose then tighten it again. If you can 

adjust the slack, the boy said, it's been done right. The priest adjusted the knot several 

times then laughed heartily. 

"I bet I couldn't do it again if I had to," Father Stephen said. 

"You learn kind of slow, huh?" Tom said. 

"Well, your brain starts shrinking at my age," the priest said, with a crooked grin. 

"You aren't old," Tom said. "You're just a dork." 

"A dork?" Father Stephen said. 

"Definitely," the boy said, smiling. 

Four of the scouts were wading in the nearby creek and horsing around. Tom sat 

beside the priest and watched a dragonfly glide down onto a leaf. 

"Why don't you go join the other guys?" Father Stephen said. 

"They're too loud," Tom said. 

"Oh, go on over there," Father Stephen said. "Have some fun." 

"Whatever," Tom said. 

"Go," the priest said. 

The boy shuffled toward the creek as if dreading some chore. 

"Have fun," Father Stephen said. He stopped himself from adding, "be careful" -

a gentle and intimate reminder seemingly reserved for parents. 

Worn out from his long day, the priest lounged in a yellow lawn chair in front of 

the campfire with his eyes closed. Hamburgers, chips, beans and cobbler still sat heavy in 

his stomach. 
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He could hear the scouts giggling and milling about. He heard the clop-clop of 

boots coming up behind him. The shrill voice of Scoutmaster Dave blared in his ear. 

"You getting sleepy, Sam?" said the scoutmaster. 

"No, I'm fine," the priest said. 

"You don't mind if I have me a drink, do you?" Dave said. 

"Of course not," Father Stephen said. 

Dave popped opened a beer and Father Stephen watched him chug it. A dribble of 

foam ran down the scoutmaster's fat chin. Dave opened a second one and began to drink. 

"Grab me one," the priest said. 

"You sure, Sam?" Dave said. 

"Yes," Father Stephen said. 

"But aren't you a minister or something?" Dave said. 

"I'm the rector of a small church," Father Stephen said, taking a deep swig of 

beer. 

"Oh," Dave said. "So can rectors drink?" 

"When no one's looking," Father Stephen said with a gentle laugh. 

"Oh," Dave said again. 

'Then you won't mind a cigar either?" Dave asked as he handed one to Father 

Stephen. The priest took a whiff of the pungent ring of smoke rising like a phantom from 

Dave's mouth. 

"No thanks," the priest said. 

"Rectors can't smoke?" Dave said. 
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"If I want to, I can," the priest said. Dave chuckled and slapped his knee. He let 

out a gurgling belch and the priest did also. 

The night was bitterly cold, though not unpleasant. For a while, the two men 

didn't speak. They just drank and looked at the pale shimmer of the moonlit creek. He 

had been thinking of Sarah until then, but his thoughts melted away like the buttery moon 

dissolving in the night-purpled water. 
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